This Rosh Hashanah, make a gift to Mizrachi.

Jews around the world yearn to visit Israel, especially at times of adversity. Despite our physical distance, Mizrachi, through our educational programs and publications, our shlichim and communal partnerships, is reaching more Jews globally than ever before. Thanks to our generous friends all around the world, we are supporting Torah institutions and thousands of college and gap year students in Israel. Committed to representing you and your interests, to enhancing Jewish education in the spirit of Torat Eretz Yisrael, your donation will enable us to make an even larger impact on Israel and global Jewry.

Donate at www.mizrachi.org/donate and join the World Mizrachi family.
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Remember your loved ones and honor their memory.

Receive a printable Yizkor booklet for use on Yom Kippur and throughout the year. The booklet includes all the Yizkor memorial prayers, including those for Holocaust victims and fallen Israeli soldiers. Your family’s names will also appear on a virtual Yizkor wall on our website.

To contribute and enter names for the Yizkor wall, visit www.mizrachi.org/yizkor.